The effect of the physical states of binders on high-shear wet granulation and granule properties: a mechanistic approach towards understanding high-shear wet granulation process. Part I. Physical characterization of binders.
In this study, the objective is to investigate the effect of the physical state of a binder on wet granulation and granule properties using a binary model system (CaCO(3)-binder), which is essential for understanding the mechanism of wet granulation when binder is added in a dry state. Part I focus on studying the phase behavior or the physical state change of four binders: PVP K12, K29/32, HPC, and HPMC, after exposure to either moisture or liquid water. Their interaction with water was studied by measuring the water sorption of binders and the binary blends of CaCO(3)-binder. Changes in the physical states of the binders at room temperature as a function of water content was monitored via dialysis experiments, and characterized by determining the glass transition temperatures (T(g)) of the binders with water. The results suggest that the PVP binders can absorb more water than the cellulosic binders which is same for binder alone and in the binary blends. PVP K12 undergoes a phase transition from the glassy state to the rubbery/solution state at much lower water content than PVP K29/32 (10% vs. 20%) at room temperature. The phase transition for HPC occurs with 10-15% water based on rheological measurements.